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Vision

What does a "revitalized" Downtown Fallbrook look like in 2 to 10 years?

Uses, Amenities, and Character

How would you describe the character of Downtown? What should be preserved? What do you see

as new or enhanced?

Active

business

community 

Enhanced

night life and

options for

younger

community

What types of uses in Downtown should be kept? What are new uses that would be beneficial?

More small

businesses

What kinds of amenities are important to the future of Downtown Fallbrook? How can we attract

visitors, customers, and new businesses?

New skateparks

- bringing

customers and

visitors

downtown

Are there safety or security concerns at specific locations? What solutions should be explored?

Addressing the

homelessness

in some areas

Mobility and Parking

What are some of the barriers you face when going Downtown? How do you get there and what

influences that decision?

Inconvenient

parking

What could be done to improve other mobility options such as walking, biking, or others? Who do

you think would use those options?

Pedestrian

Promenades

What are your experiences with parking Downtown? What works well, and what needs improvement?

Lots of

parking in the

Chamber of

Commerce

Are there private/off-street parking areas that are known to be used by Downtown patrons and other

destinations?

Kindred

Coffee

Encourage

new

businesses,

less vacant

buildings

Getting

community

members and

businesses

involved

Support

local

businesses

Pedestrian

promenade

Mixture of

different

businesses

Businesses

open at

night

Walkability

and places

to eat

outside

More

outdoor

dining

More

reasons to

come

downtown

Enhanced

walkability

Quaint

and

unique

Inconsistent

business

hours and

days of

operations

More locals

and tourists

shopping

Downtown

More

options for

food &

beverage

More

consistency

in hours and

support

Recreational

activities for

families

Arcades,

activities

for kids

Movie

theater
Music

Mission

theater and

more family

oriented usesOpening

on

Sundays

Destinations

Mixed-use

(office space

mixed with

food, etc)

Enhanced

signage

Frontage

improvements -

possible grants

or programs

Promenade

(Santa Monica

3rd St

Promenade

Example)

New skatepark

going in - can we

bring those

potential visitors

and customers

downtown?

Public

gathering

spaces near

businesses

Creating

places and

experiences

where people

want to stay 

Addressing the

homelessness

in some areas

Pico

Promenade

Homeless

- feels

unsafe at

night

Lighting

as a

solution

Pedestrian

lighting/accent

lighting

Public

Parking

options

(possible

garage)

Graffiti

and

vandalism

Homeless -

feels unsafe

at night/early

morning

Graffiti

and

vandalism

Traffic on Main St

during closures -

detour route does

not accommodate

the flow

Water

features and

children's

play

Underutilized

fenced in

parking -

shared use

agreements?

One way

street for two

blocks for

more public

space

Large parking

lot behind

the Chamber

of Commerce

Creating value in

all streets so

people who visit

do not sense

parking

"inconvenience"

Special

events

constrain

parking on

Main

Can be

inconvenient to

park close to

your destination

sometimes

Constraints with

parking during

Farmers market

and special

events

Traffic

Empty lot,

what is

being done

here?

Underutilized

fenced in

parking -

shared use

agreements?

Have a lot

of parking,

just is not

convenient

Possible

Solution:

Diagonal

parking and a

one-way street

Surrounding

roads leading

into Fallbrook

are very

dangerous for

Biking

Creating value in

all streets so

people who visit

do not sense

parking

"inconvenience"

Traffic on Main St

during closures -

detour route does

not accommodate

the flow

Surrounding

roads leading

into Fallbrook

are very

dangerous for

Biking

Unsafe

intersection

(Main and Fig)

potential 4-way

stop or RRFB

Difficult to

see

oncoming

traffic when

turning left

Surrounding

roads leading

into Fallbrook

are very

dangerous for

Biking

Surrounding

roads leading

into Fallbrook

are very

dangerous for

Biking

Surrounding

roads leading

into Fallbrook

are very

dangerous for

Biking

Potential parking

shuttles between

Downtown and

off-site parking

Becoming a

destination


